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 Twin drivers, the global and the digital, constantly shift the sources of market 

advantage, forcing companies and countries to adapt. Firm internal functions suddenly become 

products to be bought in the market, products that generated premium prices suddenly become 

commodities, and the sources of differentiation for products and production processes evolve. It 

is not just that there is an increased pace of change, but that the market environment is inherently 

less predictable.  

 In a sense, this chapter asks the question of how wealthy nations stay wealthy amidst 

radical changes in competitive markets. In the conclusion I argue that traditional tools of strategy 

and policy analysis will not suffice. We have to consider the place of conscious experimentation 

in corporate and national adaptation. Companies will have to look at their initiatives as 

“experiments,” attempts to find their way through a maze of quite fundamental uncertainty.  Each 
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company effort, and each effort of a competitor, must be culled and systematically assessed for 

lessons. Governments must consider what an “Experimental Economy” will require, and how an 

environment can be created for individual firms and networks or clusters of firms to experiment 

effectively. This chapter first situates the present digital era in historical perspective. It then 

considers how the global and the digital change the problem of value creation in the marketplace.     

 

Evolving Models of Production and Competition: The Digital Era in Historical Perspective1 

The influence of the digital revolution is visible in the productive economy, through the 

evolution in how we make and distribute goods and services. In order to understand this 

relationship it is important to examine production and value creation in historical perspective. 

This historical sequence spans American dominance with mass manufacture, through challenges 

to mass manufacture in the form of Japanese lean production and European flexible 

specialization or diversified quality production.. Then I examine in more detail the dynamics of 

the digital/global or the transition from an electro-mechanical age to the digital era. Each phase 

involved different business problems, a different role of the “abroad” in the dynamics of the 

national economy, and a different emphasis on the state’s role in the economy.   

 

American Dominance: Fordism and Mass Manufacture  

Mass manufacture, epitomized by Henry Ford and the Model T, was the first twentieth 

century production revolution, though its roots lie earlier in the 19th century. Mass manufacture 

is broadly understood to mean the high-volume output of standard products made with 

interchangeable parts connected using machines dedicated to particular tasks and manned by 

semi-skilled labor.2 Traditionally noted features of this basic definition include:  
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• The separation of conception from execution: managers design systems, operated by 

workers in rigidly defined roles that match them to machine function; 

• The “push” of products through these systems and into the market; 

• Large-scale integrated corporations, whose size and market dominance reflect mass 

manufacture’s economies of scale. 

In this system, large-scale manufacture implied rigidity. Fixed costs in the production line and 

design were high; consequently changes in products or reductions in volume were difficult and 

expensive.  

 Alongside the technical production issues was a political question. The national economy 

was rigid as well, in part as a consequence of the production rigidities, since drops in demand 

would be difficult for companies built on Fordist models to absorb. An initial downturn in 

demand could cumulate into sharper economic downturns. Booms and busts implied worker 

dislocations, and the national economic policy counterpart of the corporate business cycle 

management task became the political debate about how to use a public policy to cushion not 

only the economic dislocations but also the political dislocations that would come from mass 

unemployment. Demand management policies, associated with the label of Keynes, were born. 

Fordism, an American innovation, was, and I use the past tense intentionally, mass production 

with Keynesian demand management. Fordist mass manufacture was associated with American 

industrial development, military success, and post-war hegemony. With its emphasis on internal 

demand and domestic demand management, Fordism might have been called a strategy for 

“capitalism in one country.” 
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Challenges from Lean Production and Flexible Specialization 

American mass production as the model of manufacturing leadership gave way in the 

1970s and 1980s to innovations from Europe and Japan. Producers abroad, often with the support 

of their governments, tried to imitate the American mass manufacture model. While most failed 

against American competition, some of these efforts generated new rounds of production 

innovation, a second phase in twentieth century manufacturing. These challenges to American 

manufacturing came from two different directions.   

The more important challenge was the interconnected set of Japanese production 

innovations, loosely called flexible volume production or lean production that created an entirely 

new approach to volume production.3 The Japanese production machine in mechanical and 

electro-mechanical goods set American, and secondarily European, industrial establishment on 

its heels. It attracted intense attention because of the stunning world market success of Japanese 

companies in consumer durable industries requiring complex assembly of a large number of 

component parts. The Japanese lean production system seemed to provide flexibility of output in 

existing lines as well as rapid introduction of new products, permitting rapid market response. 

High quality came hand-in-hand with lower cost. The distinctive features of the Japanese lean 

production system were a logical outcome of the dynamics of Japanese domestic competition 

during the rapid growth years. This system was firmly in place by the time of the first oil shock 

in the early 1970s.4 Lean production became a focus of American policy and corporate attention 

because it represented a direct challenge to both mass manufacturing and the assumptions behind 

American global economic policy. 

While the Fordist story highlights national strategies for demand management, the 

Japanese story of lean production and developmentalism highlights the interaction among the 
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markets and producers of the advanced countries in international competition. The Japanese 

developmental system hinged on closed markets at home and open trade into critical markets in 

the United States and Europe. The Japanese developmental state actively promoted internal 

development while free riding on the international system using exports as a domestic balance.  

The basic model including balancing of domestic fluctuation with exports emerged after WW II 

in the Sewing Machine story.  The strategy required the combination of an open international 

system with controlled competition behind managed trade borders in Japan. Indeed, protected 

domestic markets with intense but controlled competition were decisive in the emergence of the 

innovative and distinctive system of lean flexible volume production.5   

The second challenge to the classical American mass production model had little to do 

with the volume production strategies emerging in Japan. Different accounts of its development 

variously labeled this collection of innovations as diversified quality production and flexible 

specialization.6 The “Third Italy” and the Germany of Baden-Wittenberg were the first 

prominently displayed examples of an approach in which craft production, or at least the 

principles of craft production, survived and prospered in the late twentieth century. The 

particular political economy of the two countries gave rise to distinctive patterns of company and 

community strategies.7 Firms in these countries often competed in global markets on the basis of 

quality not price; they used production methods involving short runs of products that had higher 

value in the marketplace because of distinctive performance or quality features. Competitive 

position rested on skills and flexibility, not low wages. “Craft production or flexible 

specialization,” argue Hirst and Zeitlin, “can be defined as the manufacture of a wide and 

changing array of customized products using flexible, general purpose machinery and skilled, 

adaptable workers.”8 Communities or groups of small companies arose, organized in what are 
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perceived as twentieth century versions of industrial districts. These communities are able, in at 

least some markets and circumstances, to adapt, invest, and prosper in the radical uncertainties 

and discontinuities of global market competition more effectively than larger, more rigidly 

organized companies. “These districts escape ruinous price competition with low-wage mass 

producers,” Sabel explains, “by using flexible machinery and skilled workers to make semi-

custom goods that command an affordable premium in the market.”9 The emphases in these 

discussions are the horizontal connections, the connections within the community or region of 

peers, as distinct from the vertical or hierarchical connections of the dominant Japanese 

companies. The flexible specialization model hinges on local institutions that permit the 

continuous combination and recombination of local activities.     

These two challenges to American production dominance each embedded a distinct role 

for policy and the state: lean production hinging on an arbitrage between closed domestic 

markets and the open international system; flexible specialization as originally formulated 

depended on local institutions which allowed quality craft production.  

 

The Transition to a Digital Age and the American Comeback: Wintelism and Cross National 

Production Networks 10  

 The first chapter of the digital era can be best characterized by two elements: Wintelism 

and Cross National Production Networks (CNPNs). Let us define each. Wintelism as a code word 

points to the strategic shift in competition away from final assembly and vertical control of 

markets by final assemblers. It was a transition between an electro mechanical and a digital era.11 

It reflects the sudden importance of the constituent elements of the product in the final market 

competition: the Windows operating system and Intel processors are examples. Hence the name, 
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Wintel. Cross-national Production Networks (CPN) is a complementary concept pointing at a 

corresponding change in production systems. CPN was the label first applied to the consequent 

dis-integration of the industry’s value chain into constituent functions that can be contracted out 

to independent producers wherever those companies are located in the global economy. CPNs 

permit and result from an increasingly fine division of labor. The networks permit firms to weave 

together the constituent elements of the value-chain into competitively effective new production 

systems, while facilitating diverse points of innovation. But perhaps most important, CPNs have 

turned large segments of complex manufacturing into a commodity available in the market. Now 

of course we speak of global supply chains. This was the first production era in which we could 

really speak of a global economy. It was one in which competition and the critical final markets 

were in the advanced countries and production was organized by firms from these same 

advanced countries but spread across borders, principally through Asia. 

Wintelism emerged as a response by American producers to the Japanese production 

challenge. Twenty years ago, the story was that American firms were being dominated in 

international markets, when a flood of innovative entertainment products like the Sony Walkman 

and the VCR joined traditional electronic products such as televisions. As the semiconductor 

industry joined consumer electronics and automobiles as sectors under intense competitive 

pressure in the late 1980s, it seemed that the fabric of advanced electronics was unraveled. That 

is, the array of equipment suppliers to the semiconductor industry was eroding, making it more 

difficult for American semiconductor producers to hold market position. With the weakening 

position of the semiconductor makers, many feared that final product producers would not have 

access to the most innovative chip designs needed in their final products.   
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Then suddenly, American producers rebounded. They had not reversed the loss of 

production advantage in electro-mechanical products, but rather, a new sort of consumer 

electronics product emerged, defining a new segment of the industry. The then “new” consumer 

electronics, as Michael Borrus argued at the time, were networked, digital, and chip-based.12 

They involve products from personal computers to mobile devices. The nature of production 

changed dramatically from the complex mechanical or electro mechanical assembly to electronic 

chip production, board stuffing, and the boards into boxes. The sources of product functionality 

moved to chip-based systems given functionality by software. The core engineering skills shifted 

from mechanical to electronic.13  

Wintelism involved new terms of competition and, linked to that, a new model of 

production. Consider the PC. What part of the value chain confers the most value added and 

leverage in the market? It is not the producer of the final product, the metal box we call the PC, 

even if, like Gateway or Hewlett Packard, the box carries the company logo. Much of the added 

value is in the components or subsystems: the chip, the screen, and the operating system. This 

has several implications.  

• First, each point in the value chain can involve significant competition among 

independent producers of the constituent elements of the system (e.g. components, 

subsystems). Control over the evolution of technology and final markets in many market 

segments could be exercised by the component/module companies, not just final 

assemblers. The pace of technology evolution was increasingly dictated by Microsoft or 

Intel and not by the assemblers of computers in the personnel computer segment; 

similarly Cisco the newcomer and independent equipment provider drove the emergence 

of internet technology.   
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• Second, competition in the Wintelist era is often a struggle over setting and evolving de 

facto product market standards with market power over those standards lodged anywhere 

in the value chain, including product architectures, components, and software. 

Components and subsystems are built to generally agreed standards that emerge in the 

marketplace. Thus part of their value lies in the standards, in partially open but owned 

standards that create de facto intellectual property (IP)-based monopolies or dominant 

positions.      

 

 

• Third, the constituent elements of the product become modules, as these fundamentals of 

Wintelism have evolved. Even if distinctive intellectual property remains in the modules, 

production becomes modularized as the knowledge about the elements and components 

and how they interconnect becomes codifiable, that is formally stated and expressed in 

code, and then diffused.  

 

Fourth, as a result, products can be easily outsourced because they are increasingly 

built as modular systems in which many components and subsystems are clearly 

defined. Modularization facilitated a vertical disintegration of production. 

Outsourcing, a tactical response usually aimed at cost savings with a decision to 

procure a particular component or service outside the organization, evolved into 

cross-national production networks (CNPNs) that could produce the entire system 

or final product.  In this discussion, outsourcing is procurement of an entire function or 
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module of production outside company boundaries. Sub-contracting implies retaining 

control of the function or production process inhouse but contracting outside. for a model 

or segment. 

• The strategic weapon for companies such as Dell moves from the factory to the 

management of the supply chain. And the supply chain itself is extended both forwards 

into the marketplace and backwards into development.14 

 

• Fifth, the core engineering skills moved to chip-based systems given functionality by 

software. The range of production skills to produce an optical film camera is much 

greater than to produce a digital camera, whether in a cell phone or not.        

 

Wintelism was the beginning of the transition from an electro-mechanical era into a 

digital age, in which tools for thought – broadly, communications and computing – are central. 

The Wintelist era of the 1980s and 1990s, the moment of the American comeback in electronics, 

turned, politically, on domestic – initially American – deregulations and international deals that 

created an ever more open international trade system.  At home in the United States domestic 

deregulation and competition policy in a variety of sectors – especially telecommunications and 

computers – contributed to significant component market competition. Those initially domestic 

American competitions in software and microelectronics as well as in telecommunications 

reshaped the electronics industries worldwide.  These rules facilitated ever more extensive and 

dispersed investment, trade and production. Cross-national production networks were the first 

step in an evolution of complex production networks and supply chain management. The 
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emerging production structure and trade structure contributed to, if not drove, the expansion of 

something loosely called Globalism.    

 

Competing in a Global and Digital Era 

   The distinctive features of the current era, the global and the digital, are changing the 

mechanisms for creating value. Let us consider each in turn.  

 

Globalization with Borders15 

The classic version of the globalization story begins with reduced costs for transport and 

communication that lower “transaction costs.” Lowered costs of doing business over distance, it 

is then argued, create incentives for companies to expand trade and drive financial 

interconnection. Government choices are often constrained by the evident consequences of 

policy decisions, such as macro-policy and efforts to manage exchange rates, and by lobbying of 

mobile capital.    

From an alternate vantage, globalization is a story of national innovations played out on a 

larger stage. A sequence of new competitors, new and often unexpected loci of innovation and 

production, bring new processes, new products, and new business models to the international 

marketplace. The dramatic marketplace developments have usually been cooking inside of 

national systems of innovation and competition, largely unobserved by the outside. Consequently 

they are startling when they burst onto the global marketplace. This gives the global era a feel of 

a seemingly increasing pace of unexpected competitive challenges. 

 

“Tools for Thought” as the Foundation of a Digital Era 
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 This digital era is best characterized by a new set of distinctive tools, Tools for Thought. 

“Information technology builds the most all-purpose tools ever, tools for thought… These tools 

for thought amplify brainpower by manipulating, organizing, transmitting, and storing 

information in the way the technologies of the Industrial Revolution amplified muscle power.” 16 

The tool set rests on a conception of information as something that can be expressed in binary 

form, and manipulated.17 It consists of the hardware consisting of equipment that executes the 

processing instructions, the software consisting of written programs including procedures and 

rules that guides how the hardware equipment processes information; data networks that interlink 

the processing nodes, and the network of networks, that together create a digital community and 

society.     

The digital tools constitute a leading sector that has reshaped the economy as a whole. 

Demand for the products and services made possible by the new digital technology have been 

part of growth and transformation in the advanced economies in the latter part of the 20th 

century.18 IT is not unique. Demand for the goods in a leading sector grows faster than the 

economy, the surge initiated by the leading sector involves not only new technologies embedded 

in leading sector products but new infrastructures for making and using the technologies. 

Producing innovative goods creates chains of linked, and inter-linked, activities. The production 

chains are evident; for example, steel for trains and cars, petro-carbons (coal and petroleum 

products) to drive them, and coal to make the steel.19 Many would argue that the significance of 

information technology for the contemporary economy is greater than that of earlier leading 

sectors in their era. That argument does not matter here. What does matter is that the IT tools can 

affect every economic activity in which information sensing, organizing, processing, or 

communication is important – in short, virtually every single economic activity.20  
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The IT revolution is transformative, changing the character of products, processes, 

marketplaces and competition throughout the economy. The capabilities to process and distribute 

digital data multiply the scale and speed with which thought and information can be applied.  

Because the expression and manipulation of information is now possible in a common digital 

electronic form, a range of previously separate information and communication sectors merge, or 

at least they more intimately influence each other. For example, print, broadcast, and 

communications suddenly become integrated with the possibilities of search and storage of 

information thrown in. Some argue that the moveable type contributed to the social revolution of 

the Renaissance. Is there a parallel here? More important, the knowledge component of much of 

industrial activity can now be formalized, codified, and embedded in equipment. Industrial 

processes once defined loosely as know-how can more readily be expressed and implemented in 

digital code. Examples would include auto braking that could be understood abstractly, but acted 

on only imprecisely by human intervention or through analog control solutions.21 Embedding 

functionality in digital controls rather than in electromechanical form makes it easier to vary the 

functionality of many goods, to create a variety of functionally distinct versions from one 

electro-mechanical foundation that retains scale. Information technology has both moved inside 

of machines, controlling their functionality, and moved out into the communications networks, 

altering not only how and at what price we talk, but how we share, store and use information.   

 

Along a different line, the cost of reproducing and transmitting content in digital form 

drops toward zero, classically noted as a basic feature of the digital era. At the same time the cost 

of creating digital information, producing the information in the first place, remains high. But 

more than price is at issue. The consequences of often non-existent replication costs are 
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amplified by the very nature of information goods. How do I price and value what you know and 

want to sell me without seeing it? But if I see it, and thus possess it, how can you still sell it to 

me? New business models have to be invented, and older models, and the forms of distribution 

and IP defended through contracts and courts.  

As important, the application of information within machine makes the trade off between 

IT and other forms of capital possible. Use more information technology and you need less fuel 

or simpler machines. These examples of decreased communications, or transaction, costs suggest 

that the vocabulary of price, rate of return on investment, and trade-offs among different types of 

capital has a risk. It can push analysis toward the marginal, and consequently obscure the 

possibilities of radical change. In the early days of IT application and robotics in factories, 

traditional accounting measures often obscured the benefits. Before real productivity or strategic 

gains could be made, change had to be forced in basic parameters of how factories operated and 

the consequences of new technologies evaluated. The basic parameters of the system have to be 

reset, adjusted, or fixed, if you well, for such analysis of change on the margins to produce 

useable estimates. If the changes in prices are so great that basic decision parameters are altered, 

then the forecasts are speculations about the consequences of altered parameters rather than 

reasoned projections or estimates. The projections require experiments to discover if the 

possibilities can be captured. 

All of this tells us that “tools for thought,” information technologies, alter the product 

development, production and competition throughout the economy, but not how companies 

might take advantage of these changes. Nor does it tell us how governments might support it to 

capture gain for their communities.  
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One might list the mechanisms through which the digital tools affect business strategy, 

noting in turn network effects, the changing character of content products when functionally 

identical copies can be made, copied, and distributed at marginal cost, as well as the capacity to 

identify and create multiple product versions. But this approach, listing the tactical and strategic 

consequences of the IT tools rather quickly reaches limits without distinctive insight. 

Information tools and information goods have distinctive logic, “Information rules” to use the 

clever phrasing and insightful arguments of the Shapiro and Varian book.22 But when does that 

logic apply? Certainly an Information Rules logic applies in the competition over browsers such 

as in the Windows/Netscape competition. It may apply in the case of search engines such as 

Google where Varian is an advisor. But which elements of information goods, or digital tools or 

network economics apply in the case of the automobile industry. And how do we decide which 

issues matter in a particular setting? We need an alternative strategy to understand value creation 

in a digital era.   

 

Creating Value: Products, Commodities, and Differentiated Assets  

To understand the influence of the global and the digital on strategic choices, let us begin 

with the basic notion of creating value. Created market value, oversimplified, is price minus 

cost.23 (Let us set aside for the moment all the necessary qualifications about externalities and 

politically set rules.) If we are to locate the influence of digital tools, there are two obvious 

questions about value creation. First, how do digital tools and information products change the 

task of generating something for which folks will pay a premium? In other words, how does a 

company avoid having its products become commodities? How does the company create unique 

or differentiated goods so that a premium price can be charged? There is an array of means: 
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create distinctive products; be early to market, own a standard defining what a product must look 

like. Second, how do these tools affect the cost of providing a product or service to customers; if 

you cannot charge a premium, can one generate distinctive margins by being a low cost 

producer? The argument here is that the points of competitive leverage, of strategic advantage, 

are now constantly shifting and moving.  

To address these questions we need to define explicitly three notions we are generally 

familiar with: product, commodity, and differentiated asset.  

 A product, whether object or service, is that which can be bought and sold in the 

market. 

 

 A commodity is a good or service that is exchanged in competitive markets with 

little advantage to any particular buyer or seller. A product becomes a commodity 

when it is generally available from a number of suppliers on common terms in the 

market 

 

 A differentiated asset creates the basis for premium price, distinctive sales 

advantage, or cost advantage in production or distribution. 

 

There is a constant reshuffling among products, commodities, and differentiated assets. As 

reshuffling occurs, business models must change as well. Globalization accelerates the 

reshuffling, and digital tools often are the means of accomplishing the reshuffle. Globalization 

represents new competitors who may transform a premium good into a commodity with low cost 

production or generate advantage by adding value to what seemed to be a commodity good as 
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when the Japanese made quality a “free” good. Digital tools change the levers of advantage and 

value creation, consider finance where the application of sophisticated mathematical tools to the 

creation of financial products and online transactions replace the ties to our local banker, 

transforming distinctive advantages into commodities and creating a new basis for premium 

products; consider versioning where a properly programmed microprocessor distinguishes the 

functionality of a high cost product from a low cost product though they are similar except for 

the programming. The reshuffle includes the transformation of internal company functions into 

products available on the market.    

R & D and production provide examples, not only of this constant reshuffling, but of 

internal company operations that have become first products, and then sometimes commodities. 

R & D, traditionally an internal function differentiating a company’s products from its rivals, can 

now be sourced outside the company. Similarly, contract manufacturing permits production to be 

ever more easily sourced outside the company. There is a constant question of whether the 

function is a commodity that should be sourced in the market or a strategic asset that must be 

developed in house or in carefully nurtured supply relationships.   

R & D:  The presumption has been that product development, and the R & D to support 

that development, is at its core a strategic asset, the foundation of innovation and a powerful 

antidote to commodification. But R & D, and thus innovation itself, has taken on aspects of a 

product, something that can be purchased in the marketplace. Even as innovation and continuous 

product/production improvement become more critical, major corporations are shrinking their 

core research departments. Simply put, companies can buy much of what they had previously 

developed internally.  
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There are a variety of sources from which to buy R & D. First, in the United States, 

universities become a source of technology and joint technology development. Many of the 

engineering schools are rooted in science based engineering, solving engineering problems by 

working with fundamental principles. The Bayh-Dole Act pushed universities into “marketable” 

technologies developed with federal funding. An array of mechanisms, from licensing through 

facilitating “spin-offs” to institutions for joint development, have been established at the major 

technology universities to facilitate ties to industry. Other countries seek to achieve the same 

model of industry-university relations. Second, of course there are start-ups that spin-out the 

development of particular elements of products or services. Many projects are best developed 

outside the traditional hierarchy of a major company. Firms from Intel through Nokia to IBM 

establish mechanisms, including their own investment companies, support startups as an 

approach to technology development and an alternative to internal development. Third, 

companies set up joint product development projects with other companies, basically combining 

technology strengths. Fourth, major companies establish technology development outposts both 

to monitor developments and to tap into distinctive pools of talent and technology around the 

world. Fifth, a wide range of countries are entering the development game investing in R & D, 

both in public labs and in support of industrial labs. Hence the number of points of purchase for 

“technology” and “development” has grown.     

  Major firms become, at least in part, technology integrators, and not just technology 

developers. Many of the technologies that a company needs are readily available in the market. 

Not all technologies are available in the market, of course. Some technologies that may 

seemingly be available as commodities in the market may be undergoing disruptive evolutions, 

opening radically new lines of product development or provide distinctive advantage in existing 
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products. Often disruptive technologies, which are capable of supporting newcomer entry into 

the market, are difficult to develop by established companies in-house.24 Existing paradigms of 

research, often reinforced by past corporate bets and ties to existing customers, can create 

blinders that make radical breakthroughs less likely to emerge in-house. That makes a corporate 

capacity to assess and respond quickly to outside developments all the more important. 

Centrally, firms have to decide which technologies or products must be developed in house, 

which should be procured on an exclusive basis even if developed outside, and which can safely 

be sought in the market as commodity components. Firms have to decide what elements of 

development are effectively high-end commodities, which technologies are strategic assets, and 

how to move to capture those distinctive technological assets. And to make the challenges even 

more difficult, it is certain that the choices made today are not likely to be appropriate tomorrow 

as the reshuffling proceeds. 

Production in a Digital Age: Production in a digital era, for companies, and countries, 

can be either a strategic asset or a vulnerable commodity. Over the past decades, production has 

increasingly become a commodity, a product bought in competitive markets. Manufacturing 

firms went offshore for cost or to have access to local markets, but discovered abroad a widely 

distributed capacity for technical and management innovation. Outsourcing led to cross national 

production networks and eventually skills of supply chain management, each step making the 

next phase of outsourcing, i.e. commodifying production, easier. It may be easier for services to 

move offshore today than it was for manufacturers to do so twenty years ago. Of course, the 

manufacturing experience of the past years creates the institutional foundation for outsourcing 

and offshoring. The required tool set consisting of computers, software, and communications are 

available in the market and easily transported. These are largely general-purpose tools that can 
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be adapted to particular service tasks.  How far, we may ask, will this geographic dispersion go? 

Can all activities be placed just anywhere? Is there any geographic stickiness to production?  

Not all of production is a commodity, however. In fact, production skills are often a 

strategic asset creating distinctive advantage. Companies must decide when it is simpler and 

easier to just buy production as a commodity service and when, conversely, retaining production 

inhouse can serve to generate and maintain advantage.  They must consider the circumstances 

when the lack of inhouse world class production skills will represent a strategic vulnerability.     

For the nation, or the region perhaps, the question becomes, “What can be done to make this 

country/region an attractive location for world class manufacturing, an attractive place for 

companies to use production to create strategic advantage?”   

  The same issues pose themselves in each case. But let us pay attention for a moment to 

the definitions. While manufacturing implies manipulating things and materials, its definitions in 

my on-line dictionary more generally talks of “the organized action of making goods and 

services for sale” and putting a product together from components and parts.25 Certainly a 

software product, Quicken, qualifies as manufacturing by this definition, as does the creation of 

the Yahoo web site, and the assembly of the software tools that allow that web site to function. 

But the word manufacturing implies smoke and factories. At least in English, we require a new 

word, stripped of the grime of 19th century manufacturing. It may not be possible to fit the 

concepts we are developing within the tonality and images of the word, manufacturing, a word 

already loaded with centuries of accumulated meaning. But why not just talk of production as the 

general case, and manufacturing as the specific case of physical production? In that case, 

production – the know-how, skills, and mastery of the tools required -- is absolutely central to 

the products in the digital sector. We must broaden the meaning of a production worker from 
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someone in a factory to an array of other activities. But when we do, the traditional questions, i.e. 

what should be produced or built in house, and which can be outsourced, do not disappear. What 

skills are required to produce the digital product? Does outsourcing influence the quality? The 

corporate strategy questions remain. They are just posed in a new context.26  We must revisit the 

policy notions of nodes of activity, of regional skill bases, of communities of know-how. Note 

that because of the ability to segment supply chains, the questions would need to be asked not 

only about control of the whole process of producing a good or service, but asked about each 

individual element of the process.     

There are at least three circumstances when in-house control of production, or elements of 

production, can be a strategic advantage: first, if the in-house control of production provides 

advantage in cost, timing of goods to market, quality, or of distribution that cannot be obtained 

by outsourced production; second, if knowledge about existing production processes is required 

to develop “next generation” product entry, whether design of the products themselves or of the 

processes to produce them, or put differently, in-house production mastery may be required for 

rapid product innovation; third, if critical intellectual property about the products themselves is 

so tightly woven into the production process that commodity outsourcing is tantamount to 

transferring product knowledge to competitors.    

Evidently, these same issues pose themselves differently in each market or industrial 

context, and as those contexts evolve. Let us consider “emerging sectors,” based on new 

processes and new materials. An emerging sector such as nanotechnology or biotechnology is all 

about how you make a thing. Product knowledge and process knowledge are intertwined. In 

these sectors the question of production, product innovation, value creation, and market control 

remain entangled. More generally, the strategic place of production in these emerging industries 
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is evident if we ask, who will dominate the new sectors? Will those who generate or even own, 

in the form of Intellectual Property rights, the original science-based engineering on which the 

nanotechnology or biotechnology rests be able to create new and innovative firms that become 

the significant players in the market? Or will established players in pharmaceuticals and 

materials absorb the science and science-based engineering knowledge and techniques by 

purchasing firms that have spun out from a university, or alternately by parallel internal 

development by employees hired from those same universities? There is an on-going, critical 

interaction among: 1) the emerging science-based engineering principles; 2) the re-conceived 

production tasks, and 3) the interplay with lead users that permits product definition and 

debugging of early production. Arguably, learning is more critical in the early phases of the 

technology cycle and outsourcing may hinder the learning process.  Firms may lose the learning 

that comes from the interplay of development and production when the outsource production.   

We might consider here the history of the semi-conductor industry in which the 

underlying production process and materials evolved radically as transistor size shrank. In this 

sector the question of production, product innovation, value creation, and market control 

remained entangled for many years.27 A generation ago, the industry was threatened when its 

ability to develop and source leading edge production equipment was weakening. The capacity to 

retain an innovative edge in products seemed endangered. Now, the cycle comes full circle after 

a generation in which semiconductor design has often become separated from production, with 

foundries producing for pure design houses. Once again the question is posed as to whether 

product position in microelectronics can be held if the underlying technologies and their 

implementation in production systems are not held within house, or not within the control of the 

national government of the parent company.28 Fundamentally this is no longer an argument about 
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national protection, but about open access on equal terms to production innovation and about 

balancing the political and logistical risks of distributed production. The answer at the firm level 

depends on a particular firm’s product and the market position.    

For the firm, the question is whether that interaction is more effective when learning is 

captured within the firm, or whether that interaction and learning is possible at all through arms-

length marketplace relationships. As new processes or materials emerge, it is harder to find the 

requisite manufacturing skills as a commodity. Certainly, with new process and materials, new 

kinds of production skills become essential. Will outsourcing risk transferring core 

product/process knowledge, developing in others strategically critical assets? Or put differently, 

is it possible to create competitors by outsourcing; can rivals enter the market based on their 

learning from producing as a subcontractor? One answer is to segment production so that critical 

knowledge of the entire system cannot be generated from subcontracting, but the issue is there. 

For the nation or region, the question is whether ongoing production activity is needed to sustain 

the knowledge required to implement the new science and science-based engineering. In other 

words, a regional or national government may not care if the learning goes on within a specific 

firm, as long as the learning is captured in technology development within its domain. Those 

intimate interplays have traditionally required face-to-face, and hence local and regional, 

groupings. With the new tools of communication, what happens to the geography of the 

innovation node is an open question. In this second big category, it is evident that if a firm, or a 

national sector, loses the ability to know how to make things, to use production as a strategic 

capacity, then it will lose the ability to capture value. Whatever goes on in the labs at Berkeley, if 

you can’t capture it in a product you can make and defend, then the science is not going to 

translate into a defensible position in terms of jobs and production. 
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The answers to these questions about production are not automatic. Companies will 

develop competing answers. Rapid product introduction, continuous innovation, and rapid 

response to shifts in market demand are now central to competition, and the production problem. 

Some firms will address the problem by careful outsourcing of modularized products. Others 

may try to create advantage by the distinctive or custom development of components and 

products. And the appropriate answer may shift over time. Consider mobile telephony. Nokia, as 

I understand it, successfully over a decade developed “mother” lines in Finland for new 

modularized products with commodity-like components. Now, purportedly Nokia is able to 

establish daughter production lines anywhere in the world within weeks. Ericsson less 

successfully stuck to proprietary designs during the same period. Nokia, one might argue, 

converted itself into a telecommunications leader in the 90s as the European market surged with 

the community-wide deployment of GSM, second-generation mobile telephone networks. Now 

as the Japanese move rapidly into generation 2.5 or third generation networks, their market is 

surging, arguably giving its producers a new chance at leadership. 

Similar issues appear in the automobile sector. The Japanese created distinctive 

advantage with the lean production model; production became a strategic weapon. But those 

production models and know-how spread widely, largely depriving Japanese firms of distinctive 

advantage. In the electronics sector, production skills spread in part in the form of contract 

manufacturing. Certainly, efficient cost-effective factories and production are necessary, and the 

pace of fundamental model introduction has accelerated. All of these factors force product 

development to blend into the establishment of next generation production lines.  
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As noted before, the rapid entry of diverse new competitors into global markets 

contributes to the process of commodifying production and the transformation of “innovation / R 

& D” into a product that can be purchased in the market. The new entrants into markets and the 

ever-evolving competitive position of others, globalization, represent new opportunities, 

challenges and threats that come from unexpected directions. Initially, the notion of globalization 

came with the entry of Asian, really Japanese, producers as fierce competitors in the established 

European and American markets. Third tier Asian producers – Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and 

Singapore entered global markets as part of supply chains for Western producers before 

establishing their own positions. Now India, China, and the countries from the former Soviet 

Bloc all find their position in world markets. The new entrants represent both new markets and 

new competitors representing not only new sources of production and R & D but often new 

product, production, and management strategies.    

 

Differentiated Assets and Corporate Experimentation 

How, then, can firms escape from the world of commodities, escape from new competitors from 

new places nipping at their heels?  They must create differentiated products for which the 

customers will pay premiums and differentiated processes  that can create distinctive ad 

vantages.  What can companies do in an era of hyper competition when everything threatens to 

become a commodity?   The answers will not be arrived at in a straightforward way.  A 

traditional analytic approach to strategy will only be a starting point in the process of corporate 

adaptation. Companies will have to look at their initiatives as “experiments,” attempts to find 

their way through a maze of uncertainty.29 They will need to learn how to evaluate their own 

experiments and interpret experiments of others. Doing so, of course, creates dilemmas. 
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Effective execution is what distinguishes a good idea from a real success, and effective execution 

is all the harder if an initiative is seen as tentative, a feeler. So the management of committed 

“experiments” will be a real and required skill.   

 

The Classical Approaches: Branding and design are classical, and increasingly important, 

strategies for differentiation that need to be acknowledged. They are quite evidently mechanisms 

for segmenting the market in an era of potential commodities. Branding is the creation of an 

identity for a product or set of products. It serves as a critical instrument to differentiate branded 

products from a pool of commodities. For example, amongst an array of similar products that 

tend toward commodity, the question of whom you trust matters. Hyundai’s efforts to establish 

the once low-end Korean cars as high quality, or GM Saturn’s efforts to establish a no trickery 

sales identity, are examples of an effort to create trust through branding. On-line the issue of trust 

is even more important. Here the possible anonymity of the market participants, the difficulty of 

imagining recourse to a virtual participant, makes trust essential. It is that problem which e-bay 

has so cleverly addressed. As important, an ever-greater array of products are culture products, 

fashion products, identity products – choose your label – that give expression to a customer’s 

sense of self. And, of course, it is not simply the object, but how the object is perceived by others 

that matters to that projection of an individual’s identity. The “brand” identity in part states the 

“presentation of self” that the client chooses. For example, Gap Inc. owns Banana Republic, 

Gap, and Old Navy; the differences in the clothing offered by the three stores are in the quality 

of the material, the price of the clothing, and the brand name identity. Similarly, Design, takes on 

ever-greater importance in differentiating products that might otherwise be fundamentally 

commodities. The Danes for decades have been selling the Bauhaus, the source of Danish 
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modern product style. An extreme example of value created by design is the Danish company 

Bang and Olufson, which sells  high-end commodity technology sold at extraordinarily high-

price as a lifestyle good. The “brand” identity is based on its exceptional electro-mechanical 

characteristics and pure design. In a digital era, of course, many electronic products are 

constructed from very similar modules achieving very similar functionality; hence design and 

branding become critical.    

Experiments and digital tools:  The tools for thought that underpin the digital revolution 

provide new ways of organizing, storing, analyzing, and transferring information. Analysts from 

Brynjolfsson to McKinsey have argued that very substantial complementary investment is 

required to generate productivity by successfully introducing and implementing IT tool.30 In 

other words, to generate productivity gains you cannot just buy the tools and store them in a 

closet. Substantial investments in training, in reorganization, and in strategic reorientation are 

required. The critical question is what to do with those underlying digital capacities and how to 

use their potential.   

Some of the digital approaches to creating value and to differentiating products have 

become very well known. First, and now widely understood, are digital approaches to 

segmenting the market and then attacking specific segments with functionally varied, and usually 

distinctively branded, products. A fundamental feature of the digital era is that analytic tools of 

database management permit the consumer community to be segmented into sub-components, 

each with distinct needs and wishes. At an extreme, individuals and their particular needs can be 

targeted. Early on, the insurance industry moved from using computers exclusively for back 

office operations to using them to create customized products for particular consumers.31 Thus 

collecting detailed information about customers as groups or individuals in a variety of forms, 
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credit cards or grocery store purchases are obvious examples, is a critical matter. The result, of 

course, is a policy struggle about what information can be gathered, shared and combined. The 

wishes of companies and governments to assemble information from diverse sources into 

consumer profiles or threat assessments is set against individual rights for privacy and 

community needs for the integrity of the individual. Once the market segments are defined, then 

digital tools help firms create functional variety in products. Standard product can be given 

diverse functionality. The coffee maker that automatically turns on at a particular time in the 

morning depends on simple digital functionality. The difference between many higher speed, 

higher price, printers and their slower, lower price, brethren is in the software that tells the 

printer how to operate.32 Firms have new ways to identify who will pay how much for what, and 

then create products or give functionality to commodity products that people are willing to pay 

for.   

Secondly, digitally rooted online sales/marketing and supply chain management alter the 

links between a firm and its customers as well as suppliers. The Dell story tells how innovative 

uses of the net that tie customers from sales through production can create dramatic advantage.33 

And, as development and production processes are woven together to speed up the time to 

market and improve design choices, the lines between production, design, and development blur 

even more thoroughly. Because the firm is constructing and evolving a complex evolutionary 

system, not just procuring a set of defined components, it must ask whether more of the system – 

a larger portion of the value added – be kept in-house and not outsourced. The lessons of 

diversified quality production/flexible specialization are that custom production and rapid 

turnaround suggested that tight geographical and organizational links between production and 

development are required. But are the  same geographic linkages needed in a digital era when 
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inexpensive data transfers and communications render irrelevant part of the personal contact that 

geographic proximity permitted?    

 

The Need for Experimentation:  There is a catch. It is not always evident what needs to be 

done, what strategies and organizations are required to create value or generate productivity. 

What matters for productivity increases and growth is the capacity to imagine how the 

underlying digital technology can be used. Success will require vision and execution; there will 

be failures of imagination and operation.   

The imagination and the applications evolve as an array of experiments; experiments not 

only in technology or tools but also in the organizations that employ the tools and the business 

models to establish new ways of creating value. Again, many of those experiments will fail; 

some will succeed. Analytically, we cannot just add up anecdotes of success and failure. So how 

should we proceed to make sense of the transition to a digital era? We proceed here by 

considering three categories of experiments: work organization, the use of knowledge, and 

business strategy. 

 Reinventing Production: Experiments in reorganizing and reinventing production 

represent a first category of experiments. The introduction and application of networks that 

permitted easier communication and exchange of data, even in the years before the Internet, 

followed a clear three-step pattern. Francois Bar and Michael Borrus pointed out that first 

existing processes were automated; secondly, from the initial but automated base experiments in 

the use of the new networks were launched; finally, work processes were reorganized.34 

Seen thus, there are both experiments that reorganize existing work processes 

implementing digital possibilities and experiments that innovate new processes of production. 
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Some experiments drive production toward commodity status; others push towards creating 

distinctive advantage. In electronics the emergence of new fangled companies, contract 

manufacturers, created an outsourcing industry. Modularization, the division of product into 

modules that can be assembled, making each module a constituent element that itself can be 

outsourced, has facilitated that move toward production as product and commodity.    

A most evident example of reorganizing production is the drive to outsourcing work in 

the service sector. Evidently the digital capacity to store and transmit information means 

companies can segment and geographically and organizationally distribute work. And in the 

current round in the United States of outsourcing service functions offshore, lower wages have 

been the primary driver. Martin Kenney and Rafiq Dossani have argued in the case of India, 

although lower costs drove the initial move offshore, which largely meant reproducing existing 

activity at lower cost as it did in the early days of offshoring manufacturing, many companies 

found that possibilities for higher quality emerged abroad.35 Management capacity of the 

contract producer to manage outsourced offshore projects is as critical a variable as cost in 

explaining the location of tasks. When an Indian company such as Wipro opens outsourced 

production activities in the United States, it is clear that management skill and experience with 

outsourcing rather than the cost of labor underlies the move. The conclusion must be that the 

service sector reorganization afoot is only partly about cost, but more fundamentally about 

imagining and implementing new approaches to the organization of production. Sometimes 

outsourcing is an excuse to avoid tough internal choices about product strategy or internal 

organization. Sometimes, as in finance, outsourcing obscures the possibility of delivering 

distinctive services. Sometimes, as in software development, outsourcing creates risks of losing 

intellectual property or propagating competitors.   
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But of course there are also radically new production systems, such as lean production 

systems in the 1980s and perhaps open source software in the digital era. Open source as a 

principle of organization hinges on distinct approaches to mobilization and coordination of work, 

not a vague voluntarism but replicable rules of participation and gain. But the principles and 

rules on which it rests are new. For example, it rests on foundations that turn notions of property 

from ones of control of the use of an object, or an objectified body of code or knowledge, into 

control of the processes of distribution. The collaborative work arrangements it points to are both 

about production of software and made possible by the digital networks.36  

Managing Knowledge: Knowledge, particularly theoretical knowledge, has been 

recognized as an essential element of the contemporary economy.  Critically though it is the 

expression of information, data, and knowledge in digital form that is truly distinct, permitting 

the application of digital tools, the suite of tools for thought. We see myriad experiments with the 

management of knowledge in a digital era, experiments that force open the very fundamental 

question of what knowledge is. In a digital form information can be formalized, stored, searched, 

transmitted, and used to control the operations of physical processes.37 We can put the Library of 

Congress onto a single digital memory stick and transmit it in flash. The complex relationships 

on which engines operate or planes fly can be stated as algorithms, represented in digital form. 

But how do we know in an avalanche of facts and stated relationships which ones we care about? 

In one sense the flood of data made possible by these tools can drown the recipient, but oddly the 

same "tools for thought" make easier the creation of meaningful information and the generation 

of knowledge from that flood of data. The solution to information overload ultimately forces the 

questions, what is the nature of knowledge, and how will knowledge contribute to the creation of 

value in companies and the economy? Analytically, there are limits to both the value of piling up 
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and searching documented knowledge and to formalizing the tacit knowledge embedded in 

individuals and communities of practice. As Niels Christian Nielsen has argued:  

“Knowledge unfolds in the iterative processes between tacit and codified forms, 

and optimizing knowledge in organizations is essentially an issue of optimizing 

these iterative processes. Put in a more grandiose way: Only a recognition that 

knowledge is embedded in often fundamentally metaphoric frameworks, will 

allow us to confront the question that knowledge takes on value in the constant 

interplay of those who cart around both formal and embodied knowledge, in the 

constant conversation that recreates and recasts the frameworks and metaphors, in 

the perpetual resorting of knowledge in context that reveals potential relationships 

and reforms the contexts itself.”38 

There is an organizational implication of this consideration of the nature of knowledge. 

Internally, the company organizations required for most efficient manufacturing may not be the 

same as those required for effective exploitation of knowledge. In the 1980s the Japanese 

innovations of flexible volume production using lean, just-in-time techniques created distinctive 

production advantage and rocked market competition. Is there a similar revolution afoot now? 

Lorenz and Vallyre point to the traditional craft organization, taylorist organization, lean 

production systems, and an emerging distinctive learning organization.39 That distinctive 

organizational form is emerging in Northern Europe, principally the Nordic countries. We can 

only speculate as to why, pointing to experiments in work organization in an era of mass 

manufacturing that may be paying off in a knowledge era. 

Experiments in Business Strategy: The tactical experiments – branding, design, 

versioning, production reorganization, and knowledge management – have to find expression in 
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new business models, the underlying strategies for creating and capturing value. Those new 

business models must reflect the shifting location of leverage in creating value. But that is not 

easy. Many of the most spectacular failures of the bubble era were simply business strategy 

experiments gone awry, Many were failures of conception; others failure in execution. Recall 

that the dotcom investment wave hinged on the notion that the network tools would 

“disintermediate” traditional distributors that brick and mortar relationships would be replaced 

by electronic links or that wholesale intermediaries would be eliminated by electronic markets. 

Often the fantasy was that new entrants, new companies, using these digital tools could displace 

established companies. There are some evident successes; the travel industry from travel agents 

through airlines is being reformed by online operations. But “Borders” and “Barnes and Noble” 

in its brick and mortar form are probably more of a threat to the local bookseller than Amazon. 

Indeed, venture capitalists behind Amazon report that the original investment was an 

“experiment” in the consequences of net-based retail marketing by new entrants, 

disintermediation. The conclusion they drew early on from Amazon was that there were sharp 

limits to the possibilities the tools provided. Disguising their conclusion, one venture capitalists 

reports allowed history to make a good deal of money from the Amazon investment, but they 

made no others. But other investors saw this premier venture capitalists make this bet, and took 

that investment as a sign of confidence in the disintermediation bet, in the dot com movement. 

Concluding that online companies and markets would work, then the venture capitalists 

community made a whole array of largely unsuccessful bets. Similarly the telecom collapse 

hinged on faulty, or false, notions of how data networks would be used. A most evident false 

notion was the asserted belief in the staggering and continuing expansion in the use of bandwidth 

principally, it was argued or implied to carry entertainment content. The image was often that the 
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consumer net would become a sophisticated vehicle for centrally distributed content. However, 

the error is evident in the history of the American post office. The post office in the United States 

was established to distribute newspapers, but the killer application that supported the system was 

letters, peer-to-peer communication to use today’s vocabulary.40 Communication, not just voice 

but messaging and video meetings, and peer-to-peer exchanges are likely to be the killer 

applications. The basic instincts about what the networks will permit have to be translated into 

viable business models.  

By contrast, consider IBM’s two fundamental shifts. IBM’s first fundamental shift is 

from a product company wrapping its products in high value service support into a service 

company selling solutions that embed its products. As IBM migrated from electro-mechanical to 

digital information processing, it established itself as the dominant player in the market. 

Consequently its per unit development costs were radically lower than its competitors, making its 

margins substantial. That allowed “service” to be bundled into costs, offering a sense of certainty 

and reliability to its customers. Its market share allowed it to keep its core software, operating 

systems and the like, closed and privileged. That model of competition was no longer viable as 

the era of the mainframe and even the mini computer passed. Networks emerged supporting 

business services comprised of multiple networks and varied suppliers. IBM began to offer 

service solutions.    

More generally, the IBM story points to the blurring distinction between service and 

product in a digital era. The distinction between service and product has never been very clear. 

Once, national accounts categories obscured the relative importance of services and production 

in an evolving economy (see Manufacturing Matters).41 A window washer at Nokia or G.M. is a 

manufacturing employee; if Ace Window Washers contracts to outsource the washing of Nokia’s 
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and GM windows the same employees are counted in the service sector. Now the blurred line 

between product and service becomes a matter of strategic importance. Consider accounting: 

Accounting is a personal service provided by accountants utilizing tools from the original 

double-entry bookkeeping system to computers. But if you create a digital accounting program 

and put it on a CD, put it in a box, call it Quicken, and allow its unlimited use by the purchaser, 

then you have a product. If you put the program on the Web for access with support for use on a 

fee basis, then you likely offer a service, as an ASP, or Application Service Provider. Next, 

consider pharmaceuticals. If NextGenPharma sells a drug to be dispensed by a doctor or hospital, 

or sold in a pharmacy, it is producing a product. With gene mapping and molecular analysis, we 

are moving toward the possibility of a service model of therapies adapted to particular 

physiologies. If NextGenPharma really is a database company with a store of detailed molecular-

level drug information and genome functionality, it could sell an online service to customize 

drugs or therapy.   

IBM’s second fundamental shift was to support “open source” software, rather than 

proprietary software and the development of frameworks and tools to implement solutions within 

that framework. Microsoft and Unix provided common platforms through which competitors 

could integrate their offerings, limiting IBM’s leverage. Selling solutions in a multi-vendor 

environment suggested that a move away from closed proprietary systems might as well be to 

one of hyper-openness in which a capacity to define solutions, provide an integrated offering, 

and embed some distinctive proprietary modules would be decisive in keeping customers tied to 

IBM.  

Assume business strategies to capture the evolving advantages of the digital era are 

experiments or bets with uncertainty about their success, not investments with predictable 
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returns. Then the question is, of course, why some companies make better bets, or more 

effectively conduct the process of experimentation that must carry them into the future. 

Possibilities must be seen as just that, hypotheses about the future to be continuously evaluated, 

Certainly the dotcom era bubble reflected greedy projections of assumption rarely reassessed of 

greed and hope. In fear that the “moment” would pass by, images that were projections of 

possibilities were taken as solid facts. Each era, one must note, has its own uncertainties, whether 

it was the weather threatening ships or technical and business concerns shaping the buildout of 

electricity and telephone, and its own risks. Entrepreneurs in each epoch confront those risks and 

transform the possibilities into profits and growth. What is distinctive about this era is the 

pervasive and continuous uncertainty, both technical across an area of technologies, 

infrastructures, sectors, and products as well as competitive as new competitors arrive 

unexpectedly dislocating market competition or established competitors reach out for the 

strategy that will overturn the character of industry competition. 

 

Toward the Experimental Corporation and the Experimental Economy  

There are three sets of conclusions to consider: 

1) What are the implications for the corporation?   

2) What are the implications for economic policy?   

3) What are the implications for the political dynamics on which policy rests? 

 

 The Experimental Corporation: The American venture capital firm is the quintessential 

“experimental company.” It makes a set of investments creating a risk portfolio. It anticipates 

that some will simply fail, a few will do adequately, and a handful will be dramatic success. 

Apart from the original analysis to determine the investments, much of the Venture Capitalists 
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task is how to judge progress, decide when to close an experiment, when to morph it into a 

related experiment, as well as how to capture value from the successful one. And while some 

Venture Capitalists firms in some periods have done brilliantly, the venture phenomena 

contributed to the faddish pursuit of the myth of disintermediation; recall the notion that clicks 

would replace bricks throughout the economy. Does this model, this manner of approaching 

investment, have general relevance? Even if we broadly judge the venture investment business to 

be a success, a positive contribution to growth, one must wonder the relevance of the venture 

investment experience for the individual companies.   

 Let us state the corporate problem. Companies trying to create value are constantly searching for 

the levers of advantage. The difficulty is that the optimum spots, differentiated assets of various 

sorts, are always moving about in a rapid and unpredictable fashion. We have noted that 

company internal functions become products, products become commodities, and the sources of 

differentiation for products and process are constantly evolving. The “global,” as a set of national 

stories played out on a larger stage, is a constant source of new competitors, products, and 

processes. Since these are innovations often being bred privately at home in the diverse national 

settings before they surge out onto world markets, there is a constant sense of surprise and of 

accelerating change; certainly the more the players the more often there are radical changes. It is 

evident that what works today may not work tomorrow; and continuing radical change makes it 

is difficult to plan effectively.   

Corporations must take an experimental stance toward their planning. That does not mean 

launching a whole new series of expensive half-baked “experiments.” It is a matter of how to go 

about thinking about strategy planning, evaluating options and ongoing efforts as well as 

generating options in the first place. Certainly the traditional strategy efforts, devising a strategy 
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after careful logical assessment and then purposefully implementing that strategy is necessary, 

but it may be insufficient. Planning is often a matter of making the strongest business case 

possible for a particular frame of action.  

By contrast, treating a strategy as an “experiment” changes the logic. The task then is not 

to prove a case to be true, which can often be a self-confirming as one finds evidence for one’s 

favorite point of view. The “experimentalist” is an organized skeptic asking, “How would I know 

if I am wrong?” Or from a corporate standpoint we might rephrase this to ask, not be 'how do I 

know if I am wrong' but rather 'what will convince me I am on the right path before I commit 

more resources to the experiment?42 Certainly, part of that effort is to challenges assumptions in 

the first place. But more is involved. As a project proceeds, one must look for the early warning 

signs, the indicators, that the original assumptions were wrong, or that the project will not unfold 

as envisioned. Or, and this is certainly critically the case, one must look for evidence 

continuously that might suggest that critical parameters on which the case rested in the first place 

have changed, and continuously asking, what must one do if one must change direction. Perhaps 

we must have emergent, rather than planned, strategy, or a more consciously emergent strategy. 

Company strategic choices must be considered “experiments” in the face of quite fundamental 

uncertainty, not bets and gambles.43 In an ever-evolving competition each effort and each effort 

of a competitor must be culled and systematically assessed for evidence to test the hypotheses on 

which a strategy rests.   

 

Generating innovative strategies and evaluating evidence on unfolding projects is not 

simply a matter of narrowly calculating returns on investments from defined premises. Rather it 

is also a matter of creatively and imaginatively recombining what we know with what we 
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imagine. That is critical both to generating new innovative approaches and to recognizing when a 

given approach may have gone radically wrong. In this volume Niels Christian Nielsen addresses 

the problem of knowledge management as a matter of orchestrating spoken about knowledge that 

allows an inter-play of frameworks and metaphors, as a fundamental unit of knowledge, to 

identify new possibilities.44  Lester and Piore speak similarly about analysis and interpretation.45  

Only interpretation and conversation amongst those with different interpretations allows the 

possible to be sorted out from amidst the evident. Conversation within companies, amongst those 

with different frames and references, are the vehicle that crosses conceptual as well as 

organizational boundaries on the road to innovative projects. Interestingly, the innovative 

organization outlined by Lorenz and Vallyre and summarized in this volume, suggests a radical 

new form of production/development organization, distinct from craft, mass, and lean 

production, is emerging in parts of Europe accomplishing this very task of facilitating walking 

around knowledge and the conversations that sustain it.46    

A company must continuously reconsider the frameworks and the metaphors its uses to 

think about choices. In the story told in this chapter, for example, one dramatic instance of the 

significance of metaphor is whether we should consider the “global world” as one in which 

national markets and political economies simply erode or whether national stories are played out 

ever more rapidly in larger international markets. Reconsidering frameworks and metaphors, 

must involve increasing the “gene” pool of possibilities also calls for systematically engaging 

those outside the company in internal debate and conversation.   

In this essay we only need to establish the principal that the notion of an “experimental 

corporation” is a practical reality. Firms can go beyond assuring the conversations, the walking 
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around knowledge required to systematically sustain innovation. For example, Peter Williamson 

proposes a process for systematical business experimentation. 47  

a portfolio of ideas to  

 a portfolio of experiments to  

 a portfolio of ventures to  

 a portfolio of businesses.  

The crucial question here is that to deal with the profound uncertainties and unpredictable risks 

of the global digital age, must adopt an experimental stance.  

 

 State Action in the Experimental Economy:  What does it take to create an Experimental 

Economy, an environment for firms alone and in networks or clusters to experiment effectively 

and to capture the gains from the experimentation? The first two elements are conventional and 

not controversial, but bear repeating. First, talented, trained and educated, skilled people and 

centers of technology development and diffusion are simply necessary starting points. Promoting 

their combination in centers of creative imagination is evidently critical.48 Assure an educated 

population and substantial development of science and technology or lose position in global 

markets. There is little controversy about the necessity but often sharp disagreement about the 

how. That is a separate discussion. Second, similarly the infrastructure of the economy must be 

assured. This is certainly a matter of the physical infrastructure of broadband lines, roads, 

bridges that permit product to be generated and sold. But it is also a matter of the institutional 

infrastructure of the marketplace; there have to be market place rules that permit resources to be 

innovatively deployed and rewarded for successful implementation in the face of risk and 

imagination. Again the necessity is not controversial, but the concrete becomes the debate.  
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The old and always controversial question is whether there are roles for the government 

in an innovation-centered experimental economy other than creating resources of people and 

technology and assuring the proper rules for experimentation and competition. The story of the 

build-out of the Internet in particular and digital infrastructure in general will provide abundant 

evidence for whatever ideological predilection you may have. In the US, the creation of the 

Internet was simultaneously the product of purposive intervention, government action by the 

Defense Department’s Advanced Research Projects Agency’s, and aggressive deregulation/re-

regulation. DARPA (the original acronym was ARPA, Advanced Research Projects Agency) 

seeking to protect defense communications from nuclear interruption funded the creation of the 

underlying conception and protocols of the Internet.49 It was, though, the aggressive introduction 

of competition into a private utility playing a public role, ATT, under the label of deregulation of 

the telephone system, which unleashed user-led, and consumer based, innovation in data 

networks. That opened the way to user-generated networks and facilitated the radical and rapid 

spread of Internet technology.50 The European Story would likewise highlight these twin roles. 

Simplified, one part of the story is deregulation of the telecommunications system led by the 

Europe Commission. The Commission created national coalitions for European wide rules that 

would compel the transformation of State administrations responsible for post and telegraph into 

regulated companies in at least partly competitive market.51 The other side of the story is an 

array of directed state actions intended to develop and diffuse digital technology. Dramatic was 

the development of the foundations of the World Wide Web at CERN, the Center for Nuclear 

Research.    

Choose your ideological bias; segment the story selectively and there is evidence galore 

for either state intervention or market competition.  So the relevant question remains: under what 
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circumstances can government policy directed at particular objectives – be those objective 

technological, infrastructure, or industrial – promote a round of innovation and growth, and when 

does the effort distort and misdirect trajectories of growth?   

 

The Politics of Experimentation (or the politics of an Experimental Society): Economic 

growth in a textbook is the painless accumulation of compound gains from productivity increases 

and increased deployment of productive resources (savings). All those productivity increases 

involve imaginative deployments, redeployments and reorganizations. Certainly there need to be 

rewards as incentives to risk and innovation, and a social capacity to make those adaptations, but 

the adaptations represent not only new firms and new practices, but a shift of resources out of 

some sectors into other, a movement of many peasants off the land as they move to small towns 

and cities, factories closing, layoffs, and displacement. The easy assumptions of painless, or not 

too painful movement of resources producing collective gain in the form of growth hide the 

reality that there are real losses and real losers along the way. And the losers rarely volunteer for 

the role. Economic development always requires resolving a particular simultaneous equation. 

The technical equation is that how goods and services are produced and distributed must evolve 

flexibly. No investment and productivity gain; no growth. The political equation is that the 

allocation of gains and losses must be stably resolved or the fights over distribution will interfere 

with the technical processes. Economic development, to put the notion of growth back the 

context of real communities, is a difficulty, politically troubled and sometimes even bloody 

process.  

In response to the dislocations of the market, each advanced economy has created some 

system of social protection. It is not just a matter of demands from the left. The surprise to some 
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is that that great Prussian conservative Otto von Bismarck created an early system of social 

protection to limit the capacity of labor to organize politically. Sometimes it has been the left 

demanding and insisting on state protection against the market. Sometimes the mechanisms of 

“delivery” have been in employment security provided by the firm.     

 The often-expressed concern is that social protection interferes with market adaptation, 

that growth slows without the flexibility to adapt. The notion is often that social protection mutes 

market signals, slowing or preventing adaptation. The counterpart fear is precisely that a rapidly 

adapting flexible economy must increase the number of losers or the costs that the losers bear, 

that imperative of experimentation, competitiveness, or adjustment will be claimed to justify 

reducing social protections. In fact we do not need to make a choice between establishing the 

flexibility needed to adapt to evolving economy and sustaining the social protection against the 

vagaries of the market that makes the growth worthwhile?   

 The mechanisms of social protection, I would propose, can be the foundations of market 

flexibility. Of course those displaced may fear and resist; but accepting the necessities of the 

broader economic adjustment is always easier if one can see the possibility of one’s own place in 

that future. Apart from the obvious – investments in education, training and technology – that we 

mention above, we need to reconciling social protection and flexibility, or better making social 

protection a foundation for flexibility requires that all sides reconsider old debates. We need to 

separate out and consider the several dimensions of social protection.    

A social protection system has at least four different dimensions: 

• Who is protected 

• The level and form of protection, which is not just a monetary amount but a 

matter of whether particular jobs or positions are supported 
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• The mechanism of delivery; whether there is administered aid for example or cash 

grants  

• The influence on the operations of adjustment in the economy. 

  

The same level of protection for the same groups of people can be delivered in very different 

ways with very different consequences. And the obvious is not always the most important. The 

most politically difficult controversies are often about social identity. Often what is in dispute is 

not just economic well-being, the level of support, but the social place of particular groups and 

jobs in the economy that turns on the character and form of protection.  

Let us glance for a moment at the influence of social protection on the operations of labor 

markets and financial markets. It is conventional to assume that labor market flexibility means 

stripping job protection, and that social protection means rigidity. Britain and the United States 

are the model of that argument; they are taken to have extensive labor market flexibility and 

lower social protections.  They constitute one model of how to achieve labor market flexibility. 

Germany, France, and Japan would be considered examples of social protection interfering with 

labor market operations. Consider Japan. Social protection is often embedded in private 

employment structures. One consequence is that firm failure is quite socially expensive; often 

leading to continued bank financing to prop up troubled companies. Cumulated, that has 

contributed to the financial troubles and rigidity of the Japanese economy over time. Flexibility 

requires unwinding the company /finance/ social protection nexus.52 Consider France. Apart 

from the formal system of government finance social protections, the French economy abounds 

with an array of “acquired rights,” situations that embed privileges from taxi licenses through 

café licenses to protection of job locations. Social protection is embedded in the defense of 
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particular social and employment arrangements.53 Now consider Denmark. The Nordic tradition 

of social protection as part of citizenship rights prevails.54 The broad social foundation of social 

protections contributed to a political deal that makes easy firing and labor market flexibility 

simple.55 And easy firing means easy hiring.56  

Clearly there is more than one road to achieving economic flexibility.  

The conclusion simply is that social protection and labor market flexibility are not 

alternatives. The task is to reconsider and reconfigure the packages of social protections so they 

support experimentation and adjustment. Conservatives must consider that a truly secure 

community may in fact be the base of a flexible economy. The left must recognize that social 

protections can be reconfigured without actual protection being reduced. Our conclusion here is 

that an experimental economy will itself require imaginative policy and politics.   

Over the last century, there has been a series of production eras each with a 

corresponding logic.  And just as the success of the fordist system, for example, required 

Keynesian policy buffers to offset systemic political and production rigidity, the digital era poses 

a new set of political and production challenges.   In sum, the endemic uncertainties and risks of 

the global digital era require corporations prepared to experiment, an experimental economy that 

can sustain and facilitate that experimentation, and a politics of growth that makes flexibility and 

adaptation socially acceptable and politically possible.  
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